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Dynamic Aviation equips Beechcraft King Air airplanes with a pod that posses a sophisticated
camera package as well as Airplane Survivability Equipment (ASE). These aircraft fly Intelligence,
Surveillance, and Reconnaissance (ISR) missions over areas of interest at 17,000 feet and 140 knots. The
goal of the project was to use a computer model of the original pod to analyze its drag properties in Fluent
and then redesign the pod to decrease drag. Some portions of the original pod could not be changed
however, the flare buckets, camera doors, and the interior volume of the pod all had to remain true to
Dynamic Aviation’s original design. Outside of these constraints, the redesign of the pod was left up to
the discretion of the design team.
To determine a baseline drag against which to compare modified designs, the original was
meshed in Harpoon, the mesh was re-numbered in Tgrid, and analyzed in Fluent. This process took quite
some time however, as the 3d model from Dynamic aviation was highly detailed and had to be simplified
(quite a laborious process). The next time consuming task was establishing a procedure to mesh the
models. The initial attempts using Gambit were fruitless; the meshing process was inefficient and
produced very large mesh files that were hard to work with. Once the analysis procedure was decided
upon, the drag force of the original pod was determined to be 2556 N and the team was able to move on
to the redesign phase.
The first redesign was simply covering up the flare buckets on the original pod the idea being to
test the drag induced be the flare buckets on the pod. The next redesign was merely an extended version
of the original with slighter angles, not unlike many rockets. Taking inspiration from NASCAR, the next
design was loosely based on a race car. The nose portion on this pod was rounded and made as smooth as
possible. Both models were made with the flare buckets exposed and covered, for the same reason as
above.
Each of these models were meshed in Harpoon, converted in Tgrid, and analyzed in Fluent. The
redesigned pods had a range of improved drag from 4%-34.5%.

